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EDMONTON - If you caught Tudor Queens: A Burlesque during its va-voom 
Fringe run and holdover last summer, your historical perspective will already 
have adjusted itself. Put it this way: Their heads weren’t the only thing that 
Anne Boleyn, Jane Seymour and the gals lost in the course of matrimonial 
attachments to Henry VIII. 

The show, which restored the long-lost bump-and-grind to the Tudor period, 
was the work of Send In The Girls, a burlesque troupe of the experimental stripe, 
populated by actors with fishnets on their gams and theatre on their minds. 
Edmonton is not without its burlesque revivalists, The River City Revue and 
The Hook ’Em Burlesque Revue among them. But there is nothing off-the-rack 
about the way Send In The Girls marry burlesque to theatrical narrative, as 
you’ll see this weekend when they return with an evening of manifold teases, 
winks and ventures into literature. March Madness includes every kind of 
hyphenated burlesque fusion and tone — neo-, alt-, classic-, clown-, gore- — 
and some that haven’t officially been invented till now. 

“We think outside the box,” laughs Ellen Chorley, the troupe’s resident 
playwright and, along with Delia Barnett, its effervescent co-artistic director. 
The pair met three years ago when Barnett was testing a sort of burlesque 
childhood autobiography at Nextfest. Chorley was particularly receptive since, 
as she explains, “I was taking pole-dance lessons at the time. … Like pushups, 
it’s a really good workout.” 

They bonded over burlesque, attracted by the esthetic, the tongue-in-cheek 
callisthenics, and the direct audience connection. 

Because Nextfest’s “performance party” series already had one established 
burlesque troupe for its annual Smut Night, Chorley and Barnett opted instead 
to debut on the series’ Political Night. 

“We did a political burlesque about the federal arts cuts,” says Chorley, who 
also runs a kids’ theatre (Promise Productions) and kids’ Christmas festival 
(the Snow Globe Festival). “We were trying to get money out of a box, 
meanwhile stripping off pieces of clothing with phrases on them: ‘art is a mirror 
of society’, ‘art is culture’, ‘art is inspiration.’ … We had less and less art by the 



end.” 

Chorley laughs, and she has one of those talk-laughs that’s a showbiz event in 
itself. “We loved the reaction, the hoots and hollers. … We liked the way we 
could use burlesque to tell a story, or talk about an issue. It’s close to 
clowning, in the way that it’s in the moment, it plays with the audience, it 
acknowledges the stakes. … Burlesque is not the message; it’s the medium to 
tell the story.” 

That’s when she and Barnett “started riffing on the six wives of Henry VIII,” 
says Chorley, as if this were as obvious and inevitable for a burlesque troupe 
as wearing brown cords is for a sociology prof. She ended up doing “an angry 
striptease piece” as Jane Seymour. The name Send In The Girls, incidentally, 
with its whiff of the Sondheim clown anthem, was a throwaway picture caption 
from their photographer. 

The experiments of March Madness include Chorley’s own “no-music” version 
of The Ugly Duckling, with two strategic white feather fans. She’s particularly 
attracted by the poignance of the Hans Christian Andersen story about inner 
beauty and self-discovery. Barnett’s contribution is Girls Gone Gore-lesque, 
billed as “a mash-up of beauty and blood,” starring Barnett’s burlesque alter-
ego LeTabby Lexington. 

“Delia is our go-to girl for the horrifying stuff, the whore and gore and guts 
stuff,” says Chorley. Andrea Jorawsky’s number is neo-burlesque. Morgan 
Smith contributes the biblical content, The Dance of the Seven Veils. 

The possibilities are apparently limitless. Once you’re in the groove, nothing is 
impossible for the inventive burlesque troupe, except maybe Lost In Space or 
Nanook of the North. What about Waiting For Godot, with its vaudevillian 
tramps? A natural, Chorley laughs. Oscar Wilde? A piece of cake. Hmmm. OK, 
Chekhov would be a challenge. Here’s one: Chorley has just finished the first 
draft of her new Bronte sisters burlesque, destined for the Fringe. “There’s a 
lot under the surface in Wuthering Heights,” declares Chorley. Send In The 
Girls will be showing us what. 
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